1 . A sympathetic architectural face-an oculus and a doorway/mouth standing against a distinct background-is an archetypal representation of the primordial Eye and Mouth. In order to understand the influences of the gorgoneion and Janus this image needs to be kept aside as much as possible . 2. To question these faces, to follow the idea of Janus, means to explore the relationship between Janus space and Janus image, which is simply impossible to thoroughly present in this article.
As human and animal remains petrify, the relic, amulet and talisman are born. These devices are hardly distinguishable from one another, and in practice their differences disappear. Debating whether one device protects people while another defends buildings, property and human possessions, or whether one commands more general influence than another is futile ... Relics, amulets and talismans embody those forces that they supposedly counteract, and are effective because they direct evil against itself. Certainly, the ambivalent logic of the amulet is baffling, and rightly so, for its purpose in general is to create confusion. 7 Whether the cause or the consequence, the mechanism of confusion seems to be behind the placing of Eyes and Mouths of guardians in extraordinary positions. Thus, besides the common analogy with "holes in the walls," there are in architecture other, less apparent yet still remarkable eyes and mouths of guardians and protectors. A number of potent ideas related to the "presence" of and communication with "live eyes" mingle and converge here. There is the eye that sees everything (the eye of the good god, the eye of light and blessing); the eye that monitors as mediator; the eye that watches to protect directly; and the eye that wards off, that prevents and ove1whehns malefaction, and therefore has an important role in the regulation of social norms. The mouth though could expire a prophetic pneuma, or be the one that swallows, dismembers or throws up.
Generally, the open eye, like the opening of eyes, is one of the clearest and most essential manifestations of life; the classification of gazes is secondary to this fact. In short, someone is always "expected" behind the open eye. The eye's own vigilance and excitability, including the contraction and expansion of the iris, 8 reinforced its life symbolism in general. Also, the extreme physiological vulnerability of the organ of sight and its susceptibility to all kinds of external impact (including attack) was well recognised, and associated with psychological vulnerability, and permeability. This ambiguous status of the eye as the instrument and receptor of"influences," a membrane between "in" and "out," is central to all the marvels of eye communication and miscommunication.
The image of a single eye, and certainly of a pair, or more, 9 could transform an entire context into a face. 10 It explains the grotesque depictions of giant (eyed) phalli in Greek aii; 11 the eyes given to the Egyptian djed; and Greco-Etruscan vessels, among which the eyed kalyxes are the wittiest. 12 Eyes on prows referred to the agility of the ship, assumed to be an organism both by and with its crew.
These were by no means simple thoughts. The idea of a "living eye" explains both the attention paid to the artistry of making "live statues" guided by the ideal of the re-production of life through movement, and a permanent obsession with automata as movable imitations of life. Kolossi (souls) and daidala (statues) were made as "twins" ofreal people before Daidalos 13 provided them with live eyes and "breathed life" into numerous automata that he created. The sparkle of the eye was represented by inlaid precious stones or enamel, often with prophylactic values of their own. Clearly, behind the "eyeing" ofobjects lies a desire to enliven them. This includes depictions of the omniscient divinity's omnipotent gaze, as exemplified in the tradition of iconic portraits executed so that the eyes appear to always fo llow the spectator and meet his eye. 14 All these aspects coexist in the supernatural guardian's "eye." Brooched on the surface, the eye became a real fascinus, 15 both enchanter and counter charm and a prophylactic gaze against the effects of the evil eye. 16 A common beliefthat some exceptional individuals might tum harmful intentions into reality by means of the gaze alone is emblematic of the power entrusted to the eye.
Prior to the modem split of the subj ect so closely theorised by Sartre and Lacan, it was through mechanisms of ocular enchantment, known to literally every culture, that the common discomfort of the subject turning object was channeled and regulated. The discomfort caused by violating glances ranged from benevolent to life threatening. Not only did ancient societies express their eye-obsession through eye imagery, 17 but vision continues to be an obsession of modem, and particularly postmodern philosophy and art theories. 18 Only with the real proliferation of writing did the mouth lose its high regard as a big-story teller or a prophecy utterer, a role reserved for the very few (we might recall that Pythia was nothing but a voice steaming from the hole-some say a crack-in the ground); the mouth was always the biggest source of social "comfort" and "discomfort." Spel/ 19 denotes saying, discourse and chant, charm, tradition, and also the second part of Gospel-the powerful Word; to "cast a spell," as in the remote delivery of a mouth-originated product, was awarded to the eye as an "honorary degree" in extraordinary rhetorics, but never ceased to be the primary domain of the mouth. The recognition of the "speaking" eye's rhetorical ability prompted a codex of gazes-the eye that persuades, the eye that listens, the erotic eye and the fascinating eye-and created the hypokrisis, a literal figure of speech in which the expression of the face and especially of the eyes fo llowed the speaker's voice, gestures and general tone, harmonising all elements into an eloquent speech.
The jettatore of Italian popular culture translates literally as caster (of magic word)-that is, the fascinator, the Evil Eye specialist, the one who sublimated the magic word into the eye and who could direct it silently and remotely. The mouth is a source of both the orderly and the disorderly, the expected and the abrupt, the articulate and the ina1ticulate, praise and curse, truth and lie, chant and enchantment. As a semi-permeable, or better, a selectively permeable, membrane it was undoubtedly comparable to the main entrance, the gate, the only inter-rupture in the level of the city-walls drawing; the only non-sacred part of the walls.
The equation of an entrance with a mouth is a topos both in literature and in the visual arts, while other architectural apertures such as the "oculus" 20 (including the rosette, which is only a centrally positioned vertical oculus), the bull's eye, and even windows in general are quite naturally seen and talked about as "eyes," as a consequence of their opening to the world in a double direction and receiving or projecting divine light (depending on the theory). The Mouth, nevertheless, is an entrance par excellence. It is either a clearance or hindrance on the way between inside and outside, a source of all utterances as well as a gustatory centre, and therefore associated with openings, places of testing and exchange, disappearance and reappearance (devouring is a theme in itself). The
Romans used the word ostium, a derivative of as, oris (mouth) to designate both the entrance to the private house and the harbour, and called their major port at the outlet of the Tiber simply Ostia, the Mouth. There is a mouth of hell (but a Gate ofheaven,janua Coeli); a mouth of a volcano, river, or jar. The appropriation of the mouth/door analogy is present in the common idea of the female genital as ostium muliebris, "feminine mouth." 21 Ianua is a gate of primary entrance. The mouth/door divides the underworld (of which the Gorgon is a guardian) from the upper world, internal from external, "space within" from "space without." 22 Moreover, the vault of the mouth, the palate, is built into the idea and a word for the palace.
Face 1: The Gorgoneoin
Medusa, the Gorgon who suffered such pain.
-Hesiod, Theogony
The ambivalence of the eye was resolved through the institution of the Evil Eye and its countereffect, a weapon against malevolence, the talisman. 23 The gorgoneion became an embodiment of both.
In the whole history of the Eye, it was only Medusa, the only mortal among the three Gorgon sisters, who had eyes that petrified, which earned her immortality among mortals. Ironically, the Gorgons were protected by their "handicapped" sisters, the Graie, who shared a single eye and a single tooth, rotating these among themselves, and not vice versa. This purely custodial eye in transit was the representation of the quintessential guardian, an "all eye," absorbed in the act of reguarding, watching (over). Floating on an evasive, exchangeable background-face, this eye was masterfully separated from the corporeal and turned into an abstraction of the perceptional, the entryway of and to information. 24
The gorgoneion "exists" almost exclusively figurally as an icon, a well-known narrative condensed into a picture. Curiously, the head of Gorgon is older than the Gorgons, who only provided a mythological setting for the "younger" Medusa-story. 25 Medusa's reduction from mighty Mother Argos' agora; and larger than life-size stone gorgoneia were excavated at both Argos' and Athenian agoras, which suggests that she might have been a tutelary deity of these locations. Nevertheless, the majority of architectural representations of Gorgon are concentrated on and around roofs, seemingly the only possible place for ornaments in Greek architecture, although the frequency and popularity of the Gorgon motif indicate its more intricate architectural role. The gorgoneion was almost exclusively a part of funeral architecture among Etruscans. This application was revived in Hellenistic and Roman times when it was present on both the real and false doors of tombs (always at eye level and often serving as door pulls).
Further, the iconography of the gorgoneion and the Gorgon was adopted on numerous objects of war and everyday life: shields, helmets, coins, chariots, ovens, pots, vases, trays, pendulums, mirrors and waterspouts; her recognisable face stared out from the bottoms of pitchers and cups. By this time she was a domesticated, rationalised, canonical image of an amulet rather than a representation of an inexplicable horror; she was already liberated from the unbearable burden of the unthinkable.
The gorgoneion literally figures on and in architecture; it is extraneous to its medium and completely independent from it. It is rather the medium itself which depends on the gorgoneion for its inauguration and its proper function as long as the device is believed to be operational. It is an essential supplement which historically underwent a process from an original "essential extra" to plain "added extra." From the modem point of view that draws a strict division between necessary structure and unnecessaty ornament, the gorgoneion is just a gadget, a stand foreign to more complex, holistic worldviews. The gorgoneion is a gadget sine qua non, and a decorative horror on its way to becoming a "necessary angel." The only modem gadget vaguely comparable would be the real and/or "fake" surveillance camera, which is certainly thoroughly devoid of any charm.
The mythical guardian 26 engages psychologically by shocking, obstructing, confusing and distracting, while on the social level it controls boundaries dividing right from wrong, correct from incorrect, "in" from "out"; it acts as a regulator of moral norms in society. 27 The watchful guardian protects by functioning as a "mind reader," a higher intelligence capable of detecting and destroying harmful intentions and their couriers, while simultaneously protecting the threatened; or, in Jane
Harrison's terms, as a maker of"an ugly face" "at you if you are doing wrong .. . for you if you are doing right. " 28 When Gorgon/Medusa recovered her original beautiful face, she lost control of social space, or better, she lost control in society. Another official, more religiously and politically correct guardian-another bodiless, winged head, this time of an angelic intelligence-a cherub or seraphim (four-faced and six-winged) could then take her place.
Regardless of iconographical and etiological plurality 29 and the fact that it embodies all trophy heads30 as well as ritual masks and the religious terror associated with them, the gorgoneion does not stand for anything else but itself-it is a breathtaking, mind arresting image of the irrational and the unspeakable. It is a perfect own Other. As such, the Gorgon has a key into the worlds of our own deepest fears, if we allow her to access them, if we dare glance at her, and she flashes those worlds back to us in a most efficent way-personalised. Unavoidably, she creates a variety of views and interpretations of herself. Her association with a mirror is but a representation of what is known as projection in psychology.
Everything related to Medusa is ambivalent or, at least, ambiperceptible, and, of course, Gorgon/ Medusa (hi)stories abound with inner discrepancies and variations, before and after the crucial encounter with Perseus, the executioner who used "the bodiless head alive" twice as a weapon of mass destruction before delivering it to his dispatcher, Athene. He simply pulled it out of that very special, silver pouch 31 to overwhelm his adversaries. 32 Did he hold it by its snake curls? Athene mounted the gorgoneion, the head of her own "sinned" priestess-or her Libyan competitor 33 -to her aegis,34 never to be disassociated from her again. Athene's enemy became her protectress, her trademark, her other (or primary?) self. 35 This identification persisted. 36 Thus not only did the goddess of reason in her blind revenge fail to eliminate Medusa, but she propagated and perpetuated her. The
Gorgon was captured on the shield and cunningly defeated through the use of oblique reflection of its mirror-polished surface. And she finished on another, or maybe even the same shield, fused to it.
Gorgon's appearance in this context (on the shield) is striking for its gradual change of depth: from the realm of an unreal existence she is literally brought to the surface and neutralised there just to continue to emerge through that same surface until re-realised in another realm, in all three dimensions. The mirror-shield, a true blade for Medusa, is stasis-a plane of separation, transition and reemergence-becoming. The only real separation between the mighty dead Medusa and the protected is, at the same time, their connection-the plane on which she occurs, a surface for a face, a fac;ade.
An intriguing, unaddressed question is what happened to Medusa's dead body. Her body be- 30. Tropaion, a "monument to victory" is the stem for apo-and epitropaion. Among many other baskania, the Gorgon's head was the ultimate tropaion Evil Eye, as it was the most desirable, "top of the line" apotropaion (counter charm) after it was appropriated, although none of the Gorgons were known to have ever petrified anyone before. It certainly epitomised the head of a feared, respected and defeated enemy. The belief that its possession and public display augmented the strength of the victorious was itself based on the persuasion that the vital powers of the defeated were eternally preserved in such a head. This is shared by many peoples but the pre-Greek and Greek belief in keras human essence located in the head has been studied at length. came a backdrop, imminent "behind the scene," a body of the shielded, a polymorph structure clad with some fa9ade. The separation of the formidable head made possible a substitution of her winged body with a custom-made body-on an "as needed" basis. The protected body is everything behind the plane to which the head is attached, whether a furnace, sarcophagus, floor mosaic, tympanum or buckle. There is no specific term which denotes this unique bondage between organic, living matter and inorganic material (in this case, the shield of Athene). 37 The remnants of that meaning 38 are found only in amalgam, a metathesis from the Greek agalma (live sculpture), which nowadays designates a soft, pliable mixture, originally containing mercury, the sole "live" metal.
The Gorgon was not evil herself, but rather ugly, terrifying. 39 The ethical ambiguity of the gorgoneion, the pharmacos, 40 good and bad at the same time, killer and saver, was resolved aesthetically. Even in a beautiful or melancholy type, the dazzling power of its horrifying facial features was represented with visceral curves seemingly in constant flux expressing both agony and fury. If shown full figure, even when her body was depicted sideways the head was always frontal rather than in profile, 41 and always staring at the viewer. The spectator's eye is focused by labyrinthine figural entanglement. 42 Thus Medusa became a necessary spectacle but the destructive gaze was ours, not hers. From our architectural standpoint, she could transform a building's surface into a "necessary theatre." Her connection to the theatrical is multifarious and too complex to fully discuss here. Much in both the shape 43 and "life" of the theatre is "gorgonean." The gorgoneion demands theatron. Spectators' gazes are her raison d'etre and her the specialty, like that of a great performer, is to capture and engage onlookers' attention. There is great expectation. Everything on the gorgoneion's disc-like visage seems to be in motion, ready to arrest and whirl in, rather comparable to the orchestra, the face of Odeon, where somewhat tamed dythirambic chorus dances were performed. Without the audience the gorgoneion is only a medallion. With both her expression and utterance being extraordinary and dramatised to the limit of comprehension, the gorgoneion is well suited theatrically. In the theatre, the domain of the ete. mally masked god Dyonissos, 44 the gorgoneion holds ground as the ultimate, active mask capable of etemalising scenes, as scenographia. (This is a whole other, yet related, subject.) Both her expression and utterance are extraordinary and ( over)dramatised beyond comprehension, but theatrically suitable. The Gorgon/Medusa is anything but mute. Her sounds were linked to the unintelligible, whether unarticulated prophetic voice, or uncontrollable, wild beast-like shrieks, and sounds produced by sudden, violent tempests and eruptions in nature. 45 In his Twelfth Pythian Ode Pindar credited Athene directly for the invention not only of the instrument but also of the musical theme for aulos/flute, nomos polukefalos-the famous song of many heads, "the glorious wooer of contests to which people flock," when she bound into a tune the dirge of the Gorgons for their decapitated sister, Medusa.
Face 2: Janus
Now learn the reason for my shape though already you perceive it in part. Every door has two fronts, this way and that, whereof one faces the people and the other the house-god; and just as your human porter, seated at the threshold of the house-door, sees who goes out and in, so I, the porter of the heavenly court, behold at once both East and West.
-Ovid, Fasti, I, 134-9
Janus is the most architectural of all gods; and the most faciai. 46 The combination of his attributes, his object-form-the arch, and his role as "mover," a master of passage, including the passage of time, account for his significance in architectural considerations. Translated, his arch becomes a barrel vault; when rotated around the central axis, it results in a dome.
Janus's faces are intrinsic to architecture. They are the faces inscribed within various passages of built structures, directing the flow of people and elements. He is commonly represented by his two faces, not front and back but two fronts, like the outcome of equal arguments, double truth, coexistence rather than prevalence. They are the story of direction, points of departure and arrival, the image ofrelativity or relationship. Movement is the only prerequisite for the awareness of the other face at the end of the tunnel, a face that reveals itself only after passage is completed. It is only thickness that distinguishes Janus the arch from Janus the barrel vault: a relative value, expressed through the time of the passage.
Janus and Vesta, sometimes presented as husband and wife, were the only personified sacred objects in the Roman state religion, which is a relic of the most remote beginnings of their sanctity.
Since he supposedly WAS an arch and a doorway and she WAS a hearth and an altar, together they formed the essence of both domestic and public houses, and of the symbolic atrium of the Roman state, the forum. 47 He was always invoked at the beginning, and she wrapped up the end of all prayers. The antiquity and importance of Janus was preserved in this foremost position in prayers long after he lost religious supremacy to Jupiter. Roman belief made Janus a god of all beginnings, 4 8
and the god of all gods. 49 The year began with him as Ianuarius, as did every day with Janus
Matutinus . As he presided over the calendar, seasons, months and days, his control over time was emphasised and his ancient fertility role was maintained in the agricultural aspect of months and seasons. Both point to a supreme deity. Primordial, Aion-like time was embodied in Janus and cultivated in the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, when he was commonly known as the king of the mythical Golden Age of Italy, the A eta Aurea. If there is a real duality in Janus, it does not lie in his two-or four-facedness, but in his parallel and continuous "existence" both as an object and as a Starting from Varro and Cicero, the etymological root for ianus has been seen in the Latin ea, ire (to go).s 4 Geometrically and conceptually Janus seems to be highly abstract and, although extremely complex, it is a ve1y smooth, somewhat linear, but truly flowing idea. The meaning oflanus is tied to the acts of going, passing and travelling; hence the connection to thoroughfares, passages, and conduits which materialise in bridges, gates, arches, vaults, domes, ports, porticos, galleries and conveyors like aqueducts and sewers.
As a "simple god of doorways" he encompassed the arch itself (ianus), its infill-a gate, a doorway (ianua)-and, together with "built-in" protection in the form of personal or abstract guardianship, constituted a complete mechanism of entering and exiting.ss As a gate and passage, Janus is embodied in the triumphal arch and involved in the imperium and the triumphus. Known as "opener"
and "closer," he was presented, when fully anthropomorphised, with a key and staff, the latter identified as hawthomS 6 which was thought to bestow blessing and keep evil away.
As the starting point, Janus was naturally associated also with the end point, terminus, which brought him into the category ofherms, boundary stones (terminus being one of them) and crossroad markers. Janus was known as rector viarum, he who presides over roads. The face of the Janus-arch most likely originated in the intricate relationship between marking and protecting passages by herms. Janus' faces are most likely the faces of boundary markers and road pointers.s 7 The position of a domestic herm when inside the house was next to the domestic altar, the hearth of the house, while the one outside was next to the entrance; they belonged to the women and men of the house respectively. Public buildings were similarly marked. The transposition of the herm into an arch resulted in faced arches and openings; but there must have been something "natural" in the overlap that made it widely acceptable both visually and semantically. This lies in a formal anthropocentrism:
the curve of the arch being reminiscent of a forehead, and an archform tending to accomm-odate the round shape of a face . Thus, the double face of Hermes the herm was transposed on the two sides, front and back, of the passage marker, fitting nicely into the ianus corridor or way. In modern terms, bifrons would mark a two-way street. A realisation that the "front" and "back" in thoroughfares are reversible, depending on direction, resulted in the recognition of a passage as a two-fronted phe- objected to the division of beginnings and ends between two deities, suggesting that the two inseparable faces should refer to Janus and Terminus respectively, with the argument that the Janus-world sustains both the beginnings and ends of things. Augustine wondered, "What folly it is to give him only half power in work when in his image they give him two faces!" 60 When he is a heavenly orb, Janus' arch is the "heavenly mantle." As a supreme celestial deity, called Dianus, Janus is paired with Jana or Diana, and in this combination they are interpreted together as the moon, Luna, or as both the sun, Sol, and Luna, one of the oldest, elemental, most pervasive, and graphically "facial"
beliefs.
It is a common misconception to see in Janus a Roman god without a Greek or Eastern correla- elegy. 63 In my opinion, Janus was a numen presiding over the possibility of passing, moving from one thing and place to another, from one day to another, and he was the ruler of the quality of that passage. It is in Janus's power either to make the passage unobstructed, safe and smooth, or to block and obstruct it, as a god of real life could do.
Interface 'R'
In his treatise On Painting Alberti proposed a character who would make a psychological "summ- he regarded it a natural role of pictorial arts. The aim of"praise and admiration" (speaking of historiae)
was achieved through the agent of "capturing the eye of whatever learned or unlearned person is looking at it and moving his soul," by means of "agreeably and pleasantly attractive historiae." 66
Nor is there any indication that Alberti considered gorgoneia as talismans, let alone efficient ones, nor that he believed in them. 6 7 Therefore there was neither direct nor indirect theoretical prohibition on Alberti's part for the use of gorgoneia and representations of the Gorgon (at least for a classical, "hello" type) or any other type of ornament, as long as it was clearly an element of ornamentation.
As for the actual Gorgon face, it is most likely that Alberti simply was not particularly interested in the motif and preferred to design his own version of the face on and for the fayade.
Alberti 's mention of "ornamental masks" on the outer red clay tiles (De re Aedificatoria, 7 .10) may be a reference to gorgoneia, since they were habitually used as end-tiles (anthemia), but it could also have been some other face (satyr, Dyonissos) or just a theatrical mask. Since he branded all monstrosities (1. 9) and exaggeration as unpleasant to the eye, it is possible that he considered the Gorgon a graceless and unseemly monster and therefore inappropriate or useless for his aesthetics of beauty and grace. Perhaps he simply placed all gorgoneia in the category of masks or trophies ( 6.13 on the column) or maybe even in the "uncommon gifts of nature" (adorning the wall and roof, 6.5).
He did mention separately, though, water spouts in the form oflions' heads (7.9). Masks, inAlberti's division of architecture, certainly belonged to ornaments, "a form of auxiliary light and complement to beauty" ( 6.2), delight and enchantment responsible for the overall grace of a building. What did Alberti intend with the two exuberantly radiant "pupils" under the "ears" on both central themes is the idea of "pleasing" which explores subject/object relations and implies influencing. 67. Alberti mentions examples of the arcane and magical use of ornament (among ancients, of course, and not contemporary) when he discusses the extraordinary as a method of adding dignity to places in De re aedificatoria, 6.4. His last example is Plutarch's account of a statue in Pellene which "if taken out of the temple by a priest, would fill everything, whatever it faced, with terror and great anxiety, because no eye could look at it without fear" and concludes that "these anecdotes are included for entertainment" (6.4 ). 68. That this was intended as a unifying element for the two Medici chapels was written in the "testamento dal 1429" and quoted in E. "Beauty may even influence an enemy," Alberti explained, "by restraining his anger and so preventing the work from being violated. Thus I might be so bold as to state: no other means is as effective in protecting a work from damage and human injury as is dignity and grace ofform." 79 To contrive a building of such a beauty, ornamented so tastefully as to inspire such admiration even in the enemy was not only a building's best protection but also architects' best recommendation. The idea of an architecture empowered by its own inner and outer harmony, resulting in an emanation capable of literally moving the enemy to spare it from destruction, had its parallels in other arts. so Naturally, the formulation of an essentially Orphic concept of an ideal, live beauty and its absolute effect-propagated in the Renaissance through Plato-brought onto the scene Orpheus himself and the old parallel of architecture and music. The perfect musician performing magical music, enchanting, taming and transforming friends and foes alike was now paired to this utopian, self-defending, magical architecture.
Att and enchantment were re-united, and if this was an exemplum of the ultimate standard for beauty, it contained as much desire for the magical effect as did "traditional" talismans. Considering the amount of Renaissance discourse among leading philosophers dealing, one way or another, with talismans, no change in standards could render obsolete "orthodox" talismans, including guardian heads. A modem preoccupation with the search for the optimal relationship among building elements relieved the apotropaic burden from building attachments. The elimination ofunseemliness 81 freed both the ornament and the artist from some of the unwieldiness and from the obligation towards existing building normatives. On the authority of his observation of classical buildings, Alberti encouraged a certain openness towards the intermingling and translation of motifs. Like metaphors (and probably like the well-known examples of Donatello) they were transferable, free to move from one medium and from one scale to another. "For their spherical vaults the architects of antiquity borrowed ornaments used by silversmiths for their sacrificial bowls. For barrel and cross vaulting they copied the patterning commonly found on bedspreads .... to produce a result which could not be more gracefuJ."82
It was Michelangelo who transformed both gorgoneia and cherubs into angry male masks clearly of his own design, and found ample uses for them. 83 A "mask" study from the Royal Library, Windsor most likely was a study for more than one mask, 84 including the pedimental Janus visage with a Gorgonean expression for the "outside" face 85 of Porta Pia envisaged, properly, not only as different but also as considerably more intimidating than the tamed, matching "inside" face, turned towards the city. Michelangelo transformed a gate into a house for a gate-the gate-House, a real Janus bifrons structure. His concentration on the portal resulted in a face with open mouth and that painterly, 86 perspectival middle gate behind-a throat opening. It is not surprising that this inspired the entrance ofpalazzo Zuccari in Rome and maybe even the "bizzare" walk-in head ofBomarzo
Park. Porta Pia is a building with a theatrical fac,;ade, rather than a hole in the wall; its gate, Ackerman noted, "belongs more to the street than to the walls." 87 But isn't a fac,;ade always theatrical, always a spectacle, and a gate sacred even prior to being ceremonial, belonging by definition to the road, direction, street and not to the wall, defenceless but defended? The city gate also was the most democratic piece of the city. It belonged to everyone.
With or without doors, a framed entry was a predominant Renaissance image. While entries or passages, both private and public, received a special treatment universally, Renaissance treatises excelled on the topic of doors and gates. This theoretical treatment commenced, of course, with
Alberti; but entries were also given true prominence in designs, starting again with Alberti 's modem application of triumphal entries on fac,;ades. This interest in the symbolism and morphology of the gate culminated in Serlio's "Extraordinary Boo/C' of gateways 88 which was also a proclamation of Renaissance artists expounded the theatricality of architectural settings. Naturally, the doorway, the gate and the passage were focal points in the perception of space and its representation.
The comer view is always considered a privileged observation point: looking out, it covers a wide visual angle of at least 270 degrees; inside, it provides seclusion and a good "perspective" for a discrete, guarding eye. This is why some of the oldest faced herms, such as Janus quadrifrons from Pons Fabricius, face diagonally from their square base herm body (four is a number sacred to Hermes). There is a particular architectural "resun-ection" of Janus in the Renaissance which must be included in this inquiry, although space allows only an extremely sketchy picture. It revolves around the Janus Quadrifrons on the forum Boarium, 90 the only standing structure of this kind in Rome both then and now. This double gatehouse was understood as a building, referred to commonly, interchangeably as Temp/um Jani or Temp/um Vertumni. It was relentlessly studied and drawn in the fifteenth and especially the sixteenth century and was almost without restriction included in Renaissance pictorial maps of Rome from the start. 91 From Giuliano and Antonio(s) da Sangallo to della Volpaia, Dosio to Ligorio, from field sketches to fantastic reconstructions, the monument served as a case study for antiquarian architects. 923 Although clad in marble, this structure is in many ways open arches is actually not monumental at all, but of dimensions close to those of a quadrifrons. 100 Yet, within the structure, in perspective, Raphael showed a slight curvature indicating a domed cover above the level of the arches. The presence of the cupola in the painting, not otherwise a feature of the quadrifrons, was the main argument for rejecting the Janus Quadrifrons as a setting for the famous philosophy scene. Nevertheless, the four-arched structure was considered unfinished on the upper level and the medieval Frangipani addition allowed speculation. Raphael could have believed that there originally was a cupola; or maybe he just wanted to cover the Janus space with the heavenly dome, that is, Janus the mighty orb himself. Of course, the competitive proposal for the setting, the one most scholars favour, was a reflection of the project for St. Peter. The perceived incompatibility between the two edifices most likely comes from the idea of the grandeur and importance of St. Peter's church versus a humble, simple, pagan structure. Yet the idea of a free standing Janus Quadrifrons is built into St. Peter's as a scaled-up structure with a dome as an "adjustment." For an informed, able architect nothing would be more proper. The temp/um Jani would count as a centrally planned structure-a focus of architectural interest (if not a philisophico-architectural obsession) from Brunelleschi on, and a type that simply had to be domed. It was Egidio who provided the theoretically documented framework 101 for the synchronisation of Pater Janus, the cultivatorand philosopher, 102 his material, arch presence, and the Neo-Platonist belief in the perfection of the circular form-ideas which nested in tradition and were intuitively grasped by many spatially and visually oriented as well.
The framing of Raphael's scenes in stanzas, through the arch, although seemingly "natural" and common, is particulaiy significant in the entire context of Janus, the arch.
Postface: the architect as a guardian
The entailment of sets of eyes embedded in the second plan for the church of the Florentine Nation in Rome, San Giovanni dei Fiorentini 1 0 3 (from 1559), is a very peculiar detail. It is unusual even for Michelangelo, whose architectural drawings habitually intertwined flesh and stone, exposing the source of the muscularity of his designs. That is why the presence of four, frontally drawn little eyes (shown very clearly with lids, so as to prevent any misreading) on the intersections of the main axes, and the diagonal cross fotmed by the connection of the apses, makes the project rather intriguing and unique. These are four single eyes, perpendicular to the direction of the entries, and paired across the diagonals of the inner square, resulting in the centre of the diagonal cross. The fifth eye, which is now barely perceptible on the drawing, was sketched in the very centre; it either faded or was erased. The eyes were drawn with the same pen which inscribed archi, in bocte, 104 a travi, sacrestia, portico, and flume on the drawing and, regardless of whether they were input or a commentary/decision, "gli occhi" were a part of the same system of information: they were, most likely, the notes and symbols used in communication with the jury of Florentine overseers. Why were they there and what did they see? Turned inwards, they could indicate the main vistas into the building, openings in the structure above (literally occuli), lOS and/or, as in a common pandantifstructure, they could mark the place commonly reserved for the representation of a watchful guardian. To employ a body part in the architectural project in a systematic way, as a demonstrative tool, was not conventionai.106
A little pencil sketch on the same recto must have been scribbled after the presentation drawing (as was the pencil development on the verso) 107 and it is not likely to have "participated" in the presentation. Rather, it is a part of a monologue that reveals the artist's design thinking in his further wrestling with the space. A tiny scheme presents both inscribed crosses more prominently. The two barrel vaults intersecting diagonally to the main entrance line (the Janus line) produced a central square with a projecting detail at all four sides (probably indicating openings) and the angle or comer on the Janus lines; there is no indication of the cupola above. Irreconcilable discord was created involving entry directions, vaulting above main corridors and a desire to barrel vault over the rotated cross. The "eyes" must have helped recognise the problem, testing the logic and integrity of the design and safegnarding it. These eyes winked a system of private, non-conventional drafting markings, a tool that brought into perspective upper levels of the project, as if tracing paper had been laid over it. Maybe they were two pairs 108 of architect's eyes, joined eyes of both an architectguardian and the ancient apotropaic guardian, re-considering 109 and re-enforcing the "plan" above.
After all, building is a dangerous matter and the inner forces often unknown. The whole sheet is a paradigm of the design process as well as of engineering and liability concerns.
This particular plan was a step towards a more condensed, statically immaculate, "winning" solution with equal treatment of the orthogonal and diagonal directions which on the "upper levels"
could be resolved only with the cupola. 11 0
An all encompassing conclusion is in contradiction with this inquiry, which insisted on the exposition of multiplicities. The hope is that it might allow the faces of Gorgon and Janus in architecture to resurface in their fuller merit, and maybe contribute to the understanding of intertwining of the oral (or literary) and the visual in the history of architectural ideas.
Du Perac. 93. There exist at least as many Quadrifrons drawings as those of Tempi um Pacis (basilica of Maxentius) for example, which was one of the largest and most impressive of Roman monuments. 94. Often together with other arches, mostly triumphal ones. The assumption is that the majority of sketches were originals and not copies from drafting books. 95. Through numismatic studies, well advanced at the time, antiquarians were familiar with the famous Romas as with Janus bicephalus on one, and the ship prow on its other face. 96. A fascinating character, the Dominican friar Giavani Nanni (14327-1502) was responsible for the creation of an utterly mod ern, zesty dissertation, an historical interpretation which included real and invented classical references combined with Hebrew, Christian and popular beliefs and resulted in an influential, although fictional , new and complete regional theory. Many, including Egidio da Viterbo (1469-1532), were furthering his ideas.
